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In case you haven’t figured it out… I love Human Design.  

Human Design is an energetic map to help you decode your aura, decondition yourself and 
reprogram limiting patterns + behavior.  

It is also one of my favorite tools for building a business that’s aligned with your soul’s 
purpose and your unique energetic blueprint. 

Human Design divides everyone into one of 5 types. Each type has a different unique 
purpose, and we truly need everyone to be living their design to move the Collective forward. 

In an ideal world...  

Manifestors get things started, initiate the movement; Generators and Manifesting Generators 
provide the energy to move things forward and complete everything, get work done; 
Projectors guide the process and Reflectors tell them all how it's going.  

This guide is designed to give you a taste of how to start using Human Design to build and 
structure your soul aligned business. 

Projectors 
So you’re a Projector… that means your work in the world is to guide. You’ll guide the energy 
of Generators and Manifesting Generators, and help guide the vision of Manifestors. You 
often naturally ‘just know’ things, and are naturally inclined to learn and study. Your deep 
intuitive knowing and desire to learn and understand allows you to help others identify their 
gifts and live their design. 
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Journaling Prompts 
Use these prompts to start to bring your Human Design into your business. 

What are the most successful projects in your business? What feels like the easiest way to 
share your gifts and your knowledge? 

Where are you feeling bitter in your work? Your business? How can you stop doing the things 
that are making you bitter? 

Where are you trying to push, initiate or force in your business? How can you slow down and 
let success come to you?  
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What makes you feel successful? What feels easiest and yields the best results in your 
business? 
Tip: do more of  what makes you feel successful, and adjust where you’re feeling bitter! 

 

The Projector’s signature is success - which is great news, you’re literally designed to be 
successful! According to Human Design, Projectors are the leaders of our next level as a 
Collective.  

When you’re living and working according to your strategy (to respond to things that light you 
up) and authority, you’ll know by feeling for success and ease in your life. Bitterness is the not-
self theme for Projectors - so keep an eye out for anywhere you’re feeling bitter, and ask 
yourself where you can lean on your strategy to adjust. 

If you want to dive deeper, schedule an Activation call to learn more about my Soul Aligned 
Abundance Mentorship, where we go DEEP in your cosmic destiny, and use your Human 
Design to unlock your soul’s purpose and help you build the life, love and business of your 
dreams.
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